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02 APSS members honoured
The contributions made to the aviation industry by three longstanding members of APSS have been recognized recently.

06 Jetstream to Scotland
Gordon Watson reveals the true story — based on his involvement
as a director of Scottish Aviation at the time — of how the
troubled Handley-Page Jetstream came to Scotland.

09 A humble and uplifting experience
Air Chief Marshal Sir John Allison presented the Royal Aero Club
Awards last summer. Jim O’Donnell was so impressed by his
speech that we decided to reprint it in full.

10 A sense of direction
[Photo:

Malcolm Oliver, APSS]

It is rare enough for a single aircraft to land at East Fortune, so
when two helicopters circled the site for a few minutes and then
touched down on the open space beside the Vulcan and Hangar 2, it
was fortunate that a couple of APSS photographers were on hand
to record the scene.
The two Gazelles, XZ 345 and ZB 691, landed in September 2007,
when they were based at RAF Leuchars, where they made up half
the strength of 3 Flight, Army Air Corps.
As it happened, a party of schoolchildren were visiting the museum at
the time, and the arrival of the helicopters brought them in a rush to
the landing area, which had been fenced off by the visitor services
team. The first Gazelle landed to absolute silence from the crowd;
the crew of the second got a huge cheer from the children when they
disembarked – much to the chagrin of the captain of the first one!

Gordon Rintoul, the Director of National Museums Scotland, reflects
on his time at Chambers Street and discusses the opportunities
and pressures of running a museum in the twenty-first century.

12 News from APSS
A regular digest of news and views about the society, including
personnel changes at East Fortune, a new feline exhibit at the
museum, and a major survey of the collection by the society.

16 A question of colour
Yellow or green and brown? There has been a big debate on whether
the Bolingbroke at East Fortune should be finished in its genuine
training colours, or in camouflage to represent one of the many
Blenheims that flew operationally in East Lothian. The arguments
and the decision are revealed here.

17 Letters
George Meek raises an issue of concern to all APSS members.
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A black-and-white photograph cannot do full justice to the
technicolour Miss Demeanour – so turn to p27 for a better look!

18 Back into the light blue
Jimmy Flanagan describes to Brian Wilson some further wartime
experiences, covering his return to the RAF in 1941 after the end
of his secondment to the Fleet Air Arm.

20 The romance of the air war
Grant Newman describes, in words and pictures, an impressive new
museum display in his native New Zealand.

22 The Ferranti Flying Unit — in miniature
Ferranti maintained a fleet of aircraft in Edinburgh for more than
twenty years, using them for avionics trials. Bob Thomson describes
some of the planes — and how he modelled them in miniature.

24 A fishy tale

Go to p26 for more photographs from the airshow,
and to find out what sort of flying machine the lump
of wood below turned into.
[Photos: Brian Wilson, APSS]

A fisherman from Dunbar recently got a rather larger catch than
usual in his nets. The specimen is now on display at East Fortune.

25 New books
Brief reviews of the latest in the Secret Projects series, a history
of 603 Squadron, and a collection of powerful oral testimonies of
what it was like to live and fight when Britain was under
immediate threat in the early years of the war.

26 Airshow 2008
A selection of pictures from last summer’s airshow at East Fortune,
taken by APSS photographers.
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